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introduction: FOCUS is an ACC quality improvement initiative based on Appropriate Use Criteria. Using it results in reduced inappropriate 
radionuclide tests ordered, however, little is known about using FOCUS at the point of care. Although it could be used by non-physicians, the 
association between level of cardiac training and ability to use this tool has not been studied.
Methods:  The appropriateness level of 100 consecutive transthoracic echocardiograms (TTEs) performed in a tertiary center was determined 
using the FOCUS data collection and decision support tool by both a senior Cardiology Fellow (CF) and a medical student (MS), based on 
information available at the point of care. To assess whether insufficient data results in studies classified as either inappropriate (I) or uncertain (U), 
reclassification was performed following medical records review.
results:  Of the 100 TTEs evaluated, 77 were of in-patients. Both users were able to classify all studies using the FOCUS tool. The CF was able 
to classify faster (mean time for one study 40.5+26.8 seconds vs 48.3+25.0, p=0.034). Both classified the last 10 studies faster than the first 
10 (p<0.001). The MS classified 43 studies as appropriate (A), 2 as I and 55 as U. After chart review both I studies and 4 of the U studies were 
reclassified as A, with the remaining 49 still classified as U. The CF classified 79 studies as A, 6 as I, and 15 as U. After chart review, 5 I studies 
became A and 1 became U. Of the 15 U studies, 6 became A, 1 I, and the rest remained U. Overall there was 59% agreement in classification using 
FOCUS between MS and CF, kappa = 0.289. There was no significant change in the agreement following chart review (58%, kappa = 0.174).
conclusion:  Using FOCUS for determining appropriateness of TTEs is feasible at the point of care, is very quick and became even quicker with 
use. Although cardiology training is not required for using the tool, having it results in significantly faster use, as well as improved ability to classify 
into categories other than uncertain. Chart review, often not available at the point of care, provided information that reclassified I and U studies, 
suggesting that more data should be provided to the point of care for proper classification.
